Sales Meeting

Rapport building

Photographer

Generic 'get to know' you questions

How did they find about JD?

Product presentation

What's important in a photographer?

Costs and inclusions

Show albums options

Explain why its important to engage a photographer
they have a relationship with and like...

Ask questions that determine the client's priorities.
Allows you to cover off and reference these later.

Opportunity to share stories
This process ensures we close all windows
that are relevant and avoid inadvertently
opening other 'windows'/objections.

What do they do and what are they into?
Where are they up to in the wedding planning process?
General background experience:

Sharing the JD WHY??
How do we build JD authority and trust?

Walk them through the day and describe what sort of
photographs you are going to take a different times. Are
there any special or unusual moments you have planned?
Demonstrate knowledge of special traditions religions, culture, sexual pref. or individual choices.
Are there any special ideas that have significance
for you or your family?
Style: What is unique about JD's photographic style?

Demonstrate album quality

USB

Create a sense of urgency and explain in
wedding terms that 12 months goes really
quickly. They need to lock-in the essential
elements...do they consider the photographer
to be a high priority?
Are there any critical questions that you need
answered in this meeting? Have they heard any
horror stories? This is an opportunity to determine
their priorities or uncover if they have any concerns
you can address later in the meeting.

Describe JD's perfect client by talking through
examples of images that depict the sort of
person that values JD's approach to the day.
Engage both parties in this process.

Both parties involved in decisions

JD's book

Timeline for each stage of the day?

Handle objections
Planning around
sunset (Season)

Explain booking process

Where should we shoot
the 'formal' photos?

Terms and conditions

Wedding location

Demonstrate product variety
Explain production process

Assumptive close questions that confirm their
buy-in and that eliminates future objections:

Time on shoot, qty images, delivery time,
reputation, customer experience, digital vs print,
style, engagement shoot, second photographer

Takeaway material

Wedding plans

Photographic variety
Engaging moments /
experiences / stories

Close

Wedding day plans

Terms and
conditions
document on
jamesday.xyz

Reception location
Full-res, colour & B&W images (all inclusive and stand-alone)

Album design personalised experience

Explain what tricks other photographers will
deploy to get future sales.

Where is the bride/groom
getting prepared? (Logistics)

Date change - how do
we handle if 3 month
out, 6 months,12
months out?

Travel logistics
Trusted partners

Assumptive close questions that
confirm their buy-in and that
eliminates future objections:

Communicate that the package may feel more
expensive at the outset, but will likely end-up
cheaper in the long run.

$1500
non-refundable
deposit / remainder
due 28 days before
wedding date.

How can JD help in other ways?

Adventurous
Value spontaneity and authenticity, rather than
posed/orchestrated shots

Get to the heart...

Family-focus
Emotional story-telling
Fun is a high priority
Price is not the key driver
Client with preference toward tangible output, not digital files

Assumptive close questions that confirm their
buy-in and that eliminates future objections:

Have you given consideration into
how you would like enjoy your
wedding photos in the future?
Use this opportunity to
communicate the joy of reliving
your wedding in years to come.
Describe the value of the USB as a
back-up, but remind the client that
you can't hang a JPG on the wall. Have
you ever flicked though your
grandparents photos? Describe how
this experience of revisiting tangible
photos has a unique quality that can't
be achieved through a digital file.

Respond to all the priorities
previously identified.

Post-production

Who is doing your
videography?
Who is doing your
hair and make-up?

Edited for consistency

Any other
introductions
required?

Timeless style
Image selection: Not about volume...

Engagement shoot

Delivery times - <3 weeks
Local post-production

Ask the client if they have had a
similar experience of sharing old
family photos? Have you even made
a mix tape for someone special? How
different was that experience when
compared to sending a YouTube Link
or streaming a song?

Asking for the order??

Package options

Extra hours

Up-sell opportunities...Separate
discussion after they have made
the decision to proceed.

Extra pages
Framing options
Parent albums etc.

Reiterate the JD value proposition

Outline base package costs and inclusions:

Examples of a recent wedding - personalised connection
Of the images I've just shared with you, were
there any that particularly stood out for you?

Based on feedback received, consider showing
other examples or fleshing out how you can
deliver this on the day. The answer to this
question will also provide insight as to what
they value...I.e Family, adventure etc.
The above question could be a natural transition
to an album to demonstrate other images.
Demonstrate your intimate knowledge of your
images and the relationship you have with your
client. (Remembers names, places, stories etc.)
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Follow-up congratulations email or gift?

Time on shoot, deliverables, photographers

Ensuring any promises made during the meeting are finalised

Preparation Girls/Guys, key ceremony
& mile stones, first dance, dance floor,
garter toss, sparkler exits.
Present 3-min example of the online slide
show set to music / Gallery
Seek confirmation if the pricing is aligned with
their expectations. If not, you now have an
opportunity to reiterate the key value
proposition. Speak to the previously identified
priorities such as quality, style, sensitivity, effort,
nuances in technique (lighting), post-production
(offshore vs local), experience, turnaround.

Avoiding
buyers
remorse

Can they share an engagement photo
or details of the venue etc. so that JD
can create a post on Instagram story.

How do we make the couple into heroes?
Interviews where the couple share their
journey "Follow their adventure"... from
engagement to wedding day and beyond...

